How a video game
publisher built a
unified data model
to drive customer
engagement and
insights
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The customer is a well-established game publisher that
partners with game developers and studios to deliver a playerfirst user experience through game technology.

The customer had a lot of disparate data coming from different
data sources that were not integrated.
They wanted a customer data platform that allowed them to
unify their data to leverage it in a meaningful way.
Neal Analytics built a unified data model that gives the game
publisher the ability to easily navigate through complex data
and derive insights.
The unified data model and analytics platform were built on
Azure and support streaming data from games as well as data
from external and legacy systems.
The game publisher can now access unified customer metrics &
predictive analytics to enhance marketing and player
experience.
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INTRODUCTION
Neal Analytics worked with a wellestablished game publisher that works
with game studios and developers to help
them throughout the entire lifecycle of a
game – from development and successful
launch to sustaining the game with live
services.

They’re a full-service incubator for game
developers and have a history of creating
high-quality, player-driven games.
In order to maximize revenue and create
the ultimate player journey, the company
wanted more insight from their player
data spread across multiple channels.

WHAT WAS THE
BUSINESS CHALLENGE
THE CUSTOMER WANTED
TO SOLVE?
The company’s data came
from games that integrated
with legacy systems as well as
new systems. That caused a
disparity in how data was
stored and accessed.

Their data comprised of:
•

Transactional data (databases and
flat files)

•

Event data (web logs and event
producer)

•

Streaming data (from devices and
external sources like iTunes, Google,
social media platforms, etc.)

Data coming from various sources posed
the biggest challenge for this company in
their quest to efficiently navigate their
data to generate actionable insights.
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NEAL ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS USING
ADVANCED DEMAND FORECASTING

Neal Analytics worked with the game publisher to create a
unified data model. The solution was built in three stages:
1. Build a data platform to extract and store all incoming data
2. Develop the logic to take data from these raw formats and create a unified data model
by understanding
• Which datasets are relevant and needed?
• Which datasets can be simplified or merged?

3. Set up the platform so that the company can pull integrated reports, dashboards and
analytics at set time intervals (hourly, weekly or monthly).

Consolidate

Curate

Analyze
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Visualize

FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE
The solution developed by Neal Analytics can be broken down and understood from
the following functional architecture:

To create a unified data model, Neal Analytics used multiple platforms to manage
the various data sources
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1

Azure Event Hubs

Microsoft Azure Event Hubs is a fully managed, real-time data ingestion service that can
constantly pull data from hundreds of thousands of sources. Neal Analytics used Event Hubs to
stream, capture and process streaming and event data from thousands of live events from a
game into the platform.
The company’s partners provided connections to their games with Event Hubs, allowing Neal
Analytics to capture all in-game user activity (such as each click a user made). This user activity
(dataset) was streamed into Azure Blob storage
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Fivetran

Fivetran is an automated data integration tool that consists of fully automated data connectors
to effortlessly centralize data from any source to any warehouse. Neal Analytics used Fivetran to
ingest transactional data from social media platforms and other databases. Companies such as
Facebook, Google, Apple iTunes and more allow API-based connectors to pull data. Fivetran
simplifies that by being able to manage all those connections from multiple sources in one place
Unlike Event Hubs, Fivetran does not pull data in real-time. Instead, it pulls on an hourly or daily
basis, depending on the source. Fivetran can’t directly integrate to Blob storage, so it had to be
connected to a database (Azure SQL in this case) as a staging place. It can then push the data
into Azure Blob storage from this database.
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Data Storage and Management

3

Azure Blob Storage & Azure Data Factory

To curate the raw data from Azure Blob Storage, Neal Analytics worked with the company to
understand and identify core datasets for their analytics and reporting needs. In the process,
over 150 tables were consolidated into 17 core tables, which were then used to create the unified
data model.
The 17 core tables contained transactional data such as:
• What are the unique games?
• What are the unique players in a game?
• What are the in-game events?

Azure Blob Storage is a service
that stores large amounts of
unstructured data. It stores all
incoming data from various
sources in a raw format.

The data from these core tables was then used to
create a dataset that could look at information
across multiple sources and merge it all into a
“master table.”
For example, the company could use this master
table to combine and reference data from
multiple sources that stored information such as:
• Who are all the unique players in the game?

• When did they download the game?
• When did they install the game?
• What are all the unique IDs associated with a
player from Zendesk, Facebook, iTunes,
Google, etc.?

Using the master table built from relevant and
core data, the company could create a unique
user profile and leverage that to further customize
the player’s journey in the app
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4

Microsoft Azure PlayFab

Neal Analytics used Microsoft Azure’s PlayFab to track players and games across all datasets.
PlayFab integrates with various data sources and keeps a record of all the IDs that a player may
have across platforms such as iTunes, Facebook, Google, etc.
PlayFab then maps these IDs for each player to a unique PlayFab ID, which acts as the master ID
for tracking across datasets.

Game developers and publishers connect to a master platform to access player-related
information linked to the PlayFab ID.

5

AppsFlyer

AppsFlyer is a mobile attrition and marketing analytics platform. Our solution primarily used
AppsFlyer as an in-app activity monitoring service to provide insights and metrics into each
player’s activity in the application.

Data Processing and Curation
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Azure Databricks

Azure Databricks is a data analytics
platform. This solution used Databricks
to develop transformations for the
tables and reports according to the
company’s needs.
The new tables built in Databricks were
then pushed back to Blob Storage in a
curated format to be used for data
modeling and reporting.
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Data Modeling and Reporting
This solution used two reporting outputs from Azure Blob Storage

1

Azure Blob Storage to Snowflake

Snowflake is a cloud-based data warehouse. Because of the company’s dataset size, it’s utilized
to accelerate query speed and therefore time-to-insights. It’s used with pre-aggregations
occurring in Power BI, with a direct query against Snowflake for detailed information.
This ecosystem also enables a business-critical sharing capability, allowing (through Snowflake’s
Data Warehouse capability) easy, simple distribution of data & insights to the company’s video
game development partners.
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Blob Storage to Machine Learning (ML), Advanced Analytics and
Data Science

The next project stage was to create an advanced analytics and reporting platform for the
company and their partners.

In order to run their own analytics on the platform (and increase value for the company’s
customers who can utilize the platform), the game publisher wanted to create visual reports
from data on:
a) Customer lifetime value
b) Player-specific deals and offers for in-app purchase
With machine learning, advanced analytics and data science, the company can develop models
to identify new ways to drive revenue and gain customer insight to further personalize
marketing efforts.
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RESULTS
This game publisher needed A solution
that could ingest and manage data
from their multiple sources in order to
get A better understanding of their
players and customers. They
approached the problem optimally by:

For more on how Neal Analytics can build
a holistic and unified view of your
customers from data, check out our
CustomerIQ Solution
nealanalytics.com/solutions/customerIQ

1

Cleaning the data platform first
to ensure it is scalable and
unified

2

Then derive additional insights
through machine learning and
reporting

Neal analytics worked with the
company to build the end-to-end
functional architecture, mapping
disparate player data to create a simple,
unified model to improve navigation
and customer insights

The unified model and data architecture
empowered the company with a better
view of their players based on
demographics, transactional history,
player ids, and user
activity data
Our solution laid the foundation for the
game publisher’s future data analytics,
helping them achieve their goals of
adding value to customers and
maintain a player-first mentality
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